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The home entertainment scene has changed due to technological advances that are visible. You
now get programs with crystal clear picture and amazing sound that create an effect that surpasses
theater-like effects. Whatâ€™ more, you get all this right here in your drawing rooms. You can now
simply relax in the comfort of your homes and recreate the magic with a flick of your finger that
brings realistic pictures to enhance your viewing pleasure. The wide range of programs and shows
that include choice movies, fashion shows, talk shows, reality shows, favorite events on sports
channels, the latest news and the weather report etc. you name it and you have it. Entertainment
has no boundaries or restrictions anymore.

The amazing, lifelike picture quality matched by equally captivating sound effects has been made
possible through the advanced fiber optic network that makes all the difference. You get TV
programs in Digital quality and you know that you get true value for your money. Your favorite
premium movie channels like HBOâ„¢, Cinemaxâ„¢, StarzÂ®, Moviepack, and Showtime are all available
to you in the quality that you have been looking for all along. The International channels that are
available bring back the nostalgia where you can relive a part of your past through channels in
various languages that are brought to you from across the globe. This feature is a favorite with the
International community that has made this adopted land its permanent home. You can be sure now
of having some quality entertainment that you are entitled to. â€˜

Movies on Demandâ€™ makes sure that you have access to thousands of your favorite movies every
day. You no longer have to make trips to the video store to borrow DVDs as you now have the
option of creating your own library that you can browse through to pick any favorite anytime you feel
like it. Access to over 8000 movies and shows that are available On Demand ensures that the
possibilities are endless. A liberal dose of kids programs are included to make sure that they are not
left out of the fun that they are entitled to. With options to choose the movie you wish to watch and
the exact time when you prefer to watch it, you are in total control of the situation. Entertain your
guests and family visiting you and have them leave thoroughly impressed!

Another great innovation that makes life a lot easier and more exciting is the DVR. This smart and
intelligent device allows you to record up to 2 shows at the same time while you are watching
another show. You can keep the recordings for as long as you wish. It has facilities to live pause,
rewind, and fast forward so that not a moment of the excitement need be missed by you. You can
even preset your recording preferences and let the device complete the task while you are busy at
work. Using this option you will be able to schedule recording of an entire season of any of your
favorite television series and have it pulled up for your private viewing whenever you feel like it.. The
option to record from anywhere using your computer or your smart phone is a facility that could
prove to be real handy. Most channels are now available in HD which makes viewing television that
much more exciting and pleasing. Parental controls have been put in place to ensure that your
children are not exposed to channels that air adult content. There is no way they could access such
channels when you are not around the house to monitor them.
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Randy Collins is a freelance author who loves to watch his favorite programs on television. He
enjoys watching classics and other latest hit movies on TV itself and does so through a Charter
Cable
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